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Abstract
The first portion of the project deals with creating three-dimensional computer generated
models for the use in lung/particle studies. The models are to be proportional, to scale,
and representative of the real structures. The models were created using Autodesk Maya
2008. The structures created are cross-sections of an alveolar epithelium and a capillary
endothelium as they are found on either side of the respiratory basement membrane, and
two alveoli with the septa! wall between. The models of the cellular cross-section include
the cytoskeletal components, vesicles, and cellular membrane. The filaments of the
cytoskeleton (microfilament, intermediate filament, microtubule) have been made using
protein models retrieved from the Protein Data Bank and linked into protein filaments
and weaved into the network that represents the cytoskeleton. The alveolar model was
created from various images (SEM and TEM) and researched values.
The second portion of the project deals with creating an instructional animation with the
structures used in the lung research. The animation is designed to show the movement of
the particles as they pass through the human airway down to the cellular level and into
the blood stream. As the particles progress through the system, I have animated their
deposition based on research. Particle dynamics was used in Maya to animate the
deposition. The animation will be used to visually illustrate the findings from Dr. Risa
Robinson's research team and will be a helpful tool when presenting the data to their
peers, either in a conference or for grant proposals.
Introduction
To study particles and fluid dynamics in the smallest regions of the lungs
computer representations have been created. These representations are based on scientific
research values in order to be as accurate as possible. It is imperative these computer
models remain true to the structures to which they correspond.
Working with a team of researchers in the school of engineering at Rochester
Institute of Technology focusing on the alveolar regions of the lungs I have created
several anatomical models that will be used in computational particle and fluid
simulations. These three dimensional computer models and the research will provide
insight into particle-geometry interaction and fluid flow dynamics within the models. By
studying the alveolar region we hope to better understand aerosol drug delivery systems
as well as carcinogenic particles as they interact with tissue. The best way to study
anatomical structures of such miniscule dimensions is through computer-generated
geometry, which simulates the live environment.
My purpose as a medical illustrator on this team has been to research the
structures to be modeled and then to create the models. The anatomy on which I focused

was cross sections of alveolar type I epithelium and capillary endothelium, and a pair of
alveoli sharing a septum.
The Cellular Portion
Background Research
It is necessary to know what the alveolar epithelial and capillary endothelial cells
are composed of in order to create a life-like 3D representational model. From my review
of research on the alveolar and capillary regions of the lung I have discovered "that
endothelial and Type 1 epithelial cells look amazingly similar by transmission electron
microscopy (i.e. same extreme thinness, same simple cytoplasm, same huge number of
similar vesicles ... )" (Patton, 16) and that the flattened extensions of the alveolar Type 1
cells (AT l ) are like the endothelial cells in that they "contain only very few organelles,
except for numerous pinocytotic vesicles" (Fereol et al., 2). This Jed me to create two
very similar models that contain the same elements and in relatively the same
concentration. According to my research the portion of the cells I was to model would be
filled mostly with cytoplasm (empty space in a 3D model), vesicles, and cytoskeleton
which includes microtubules, intermediate filaments, and actin filaments I chose not to
focus the attention of the cross sectioned 3D models on the other organelles like the
nucleus, mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, and so on because the majority of the cell
is the extreme thin portion that contains mostly pinocytotic vesicles, cytoplasm and
cytoskeleton.
Two things led me to the decision to model a small section of the flattened part of
each cell type. One consideration I took into account was the size of a nanoparticle (the
models were created for nanoparticle simulation studies) in relation to the AT! and
endothelial cells. To study bow a nanoparticle interacts and passes through the AT l and
capillary endothelial cells would only require focusing on one small section of the cell at
a time. Since the majority of each cell is composed of parts that are extremely flattened,
the thin part, away from the nucleus, was the logical choice for me to make. The section
of the cells containing the nucleus and other organelles is an interesting and intricate part
of the anatomy of these cells and could be the focus of future projects. The second
driving force behind my decision was the limits of the computer and software
capabilities. I had run into numerous problems modeling the cytoskeletal elements alone
that to model other organelles would have created more memory and performance issues
that are unsolvable with what was available to me. Even with the technology to create an
entire cell, a model of this size would require either an extremely large particle count
simulation or multiple smaller simulations run on sections of the model because of the
scale difference between cell and nanoparticle (AT l cells on average are 81 µm in
diameter according to Patton, Fig. 6 and the nanoparticles in the simulation will be less
than 100 nm or 0.1 µm).
For the cellular membranes (2 for each cell model cross section) I used a simple
cube with a thickness (height) of 9nm (a range of 8.5-10nm has been observed according
to Fawcett and Bloom, 3). I spaced the top membrane and bottom membrane of each cell
according to the measured value of 0.2µm for the cellular thickness from Weibel (296).
We know that the cells in the air-blood barrier undergo stress constantly
(inhalation and exhalation) meaning the design of these cells must support this cycle of

conformation without compromising the integrity of the cell (Fereol et al., 2). The
"reorganization of the cytoskeleton" through its microfilaments and associated proteins
allows the cell to respond to the various extra cellular stimuli (Fereol et al., 2). So, it is
necessary to model the cytoskcleton because of their presence and the important role they
play. The cytoskeleton is composed of three main filament types: microtubules,
intermediate filaments, and microfilaments (also called actin filaments) (Preston et al., 6;
Pullarkat et al., 31). To be accurate it was necessary for me to model each type of
cytoskeleton filament and research how each filament is formed and arranged within the
cells.
Microfilaments: The microfilaments of actin "form a meshwork below the
plasma membrane" (Pullarkat et al., 31 ). The "actin cortex ... forms a thin layer (-1 µm)
attached to the plasma membrane in most eukaryotic cells" (Pullarkat et al., 33). This
means that the actin filaments are found near the membrane just inside the cell. Since my
model is a cross section, a piece of the whole cell, I only modeled the cell membrane as
being the top and bottom of the model with the cellular contents being in between. The
actin filaments, having been observed closest to the membrane, were placed on the top
and bottom of each cell just within the cell membrane models (see Figure 10).
The microfilaments are composed of actin bound together in a chain. Actin in its
polymeric form, called F-actin, is associated with motility in non-muscle cells (Preston et
al., 12). The subunits are made from two monomeric G-actin (Figure 1) bound together to
form the polymeric F-actin. G-actin measures 3.7 x 4.0 x 6.7nm and consists of two
unequal domains separated by a cleft (Preston et al., 12). For the rnicrofilament, "the
model most commonly used is that of about 8nm maximum width composed of two,
helically wound, strands of roughly spherical (5.5 nm diameter) subunits" (Preston et al.,
13). The two strands which have a stagger of about half a subunit cross each other every
35nm in a right-handed double helix (turning upward in a counter clockwise direction)
(Preston et al., 13).
Microtubules: Microtubules (Figures 7 and 8) are hollow tubes with a diameter
of 24-25nm (Preston et al., 36; Pullarkat et al., 32). They are composed of tubulin protein
subunits (Figure 1), measuring 8 x 4nm, polymerized in a head to toe fashion. These
linear subunits form straight chains called protofilaments. The majority of microtubules
are formed from 13 protofilaments together with a staggering of 10°. (Preston et al., 36)
Within the cell these tubes radiate outward from the centrosome near the nucleus with
some reaching the actin filament matrix. Microtubules exist in smaller concentrations
than microfilaments and are "considered mostly isolated filaments" (Pullarkat et al., 3132). Based on this research, the number microtubules included in my model would be less
than the number of microfilaments and they would be located centrally in the y-axis (in
the middle of the two cellular membrane models vertically, see Figure 10).
Intermediate Filaments: Intermediate filaments (Ifs) are mostly concentrated
around the nucleus with a lesser portion found elsewhere. These filaments function to
strengthen the cell, "especially in cells like epithelial cells, which have to withstand high
elastic stresses." They typically have no charge and play no active role in cellular
mechanics but are "not easily disrupted by toxins" and "are believed to play only a
passive reinforcement role" in the cell. (Pullarkat et al., 31-32) The intermediate
filaments are more like the old theories on cytoskeleton in that they only serve to provide
scaffolding to the cell. Ifs have a diameter of 10nm and are somewhat tubular in cross-

section (Preston et al, 60-61). There are several types of IF proteins, all of them having
"similar structural features" (Goldman et al., 28). According to Goldman et al. the
building blocks of the IF system are dimers forming parallel chains linked in register.
(28). The lF are mostly associated with epithelial cells is keratin (Table 2.7, Preston et al.,
62) although vimentin (Figure I) has also been present, as in vascular endothelial cells
(Goldman et al., 31).
Caveolae: Also found in the pulmonary AT l and endothelial cells are multiple
small vesicles called caveolae. These "non-coated vesicles" have a mouth (opening)
diameter of -40nm with the internal diameters ranging from 50nm to100nm. (Patton, 16)
According to Patton's source, in both ATI and capillary endothelial cells over 70% of the
membrane is contained within the caveolae. (16-17) This means that much of the cell
membrane is used in forming these pockets and intracellular vesicles. Also worth noting
here is that "because of the very close proximity of the apical and basal membranes of the
Type I cell, the distance a transcytotic vesicle must travel in the cytoplasm is often less
than the diameter of the vesicle itself." (Patton, 18) As mentioned before the approximate
dimension of thickness of an ATI is 0.2µm. (Weibel, 296)
Creating the Cellular Model
Using the values I obtained from my research and the 3D models I downloaded
from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) I was ready to begin modeling (the specific PDB
models I downloaded: tubulin, 1tub; actin, 2a5x; vimentin, l gk4). Figure I shows the
initial models of each protein from the PDB used to form the three different cytoskeletal
filaments. The PDB files were opened in UCSF's Chimera (Figure 2) and exported as
surface models in an OBJ format which is a format compatible with Autodesk Maya.
From there I used researched information to scale the proteins to their appropriate size. I
used one unit in Maya (further referred to as MU) to represent 10nm ( lMU = 10nm).
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Fig. I. The PDB elements. Image shows the initial models as they appeared after importing the OBJ files
into Maya. (A) G-actin (2a5x); (8) IF protein vimentin ( I gk4); and (C) tubulin dimer ( I tub).

Fig. 2. Actin PDB in Chimera. Image shows the PDB model of actin with a semi transparent surface and
the ribbon structure within.

Microfilaments: The microfilaments were modeled by first creating the G-actin
dimer unjt, using the PDB actin, and then using the G-actin subunits to create the
microfilament. For the actin model I created a cube with sides the size ofthe three
dimensions given by Preston et al. for the monomeric G-actin (3.7 x 4.0 x 6.7nm). To
create the F-actin (a dimer oftwo G-actin units) I duplicated the actin model, rotated in
the y-axis by180° , set its axis in space to O in all fields (using the freeze transformation
command in Maya), then translated x, y, and z to 0.015, 0.194, and 0.284 MU
respectively. Before going on it was necessary for me to place the two G-actin units into
a group. This allows me to transform the group together, keeping their relationship to
each other the same. To create the filament I used a translation value of0.421 in the y
direction (meaning the next protein in the chain was 0.421MU up from the one below)
but I needed to find the degree by which to rotate the models in order to achieve the twist
with a full crossing over at 35nm (as stated in Preston et al, 13) (see Figure 3). I created a
cube with a height of3.5MU (35nm), placed its bottom edge in line with the bottom of
the F-actin. I then adjusted the y rotation value for the duplicate special Maya command
with a translation y value of0.421 until I achieved a full cross over at the top ofthe
3.5MU cube. I found that a rotation ofy = 20° gave me the desired twist. I used the
positive degree rotation to create a right-handed helix like the helical twisting direction
observed in nature. (Preston et al, 13)

Fig. 3. Microfilament. Image shows the microfilament formed using the F-Actin (dimer of one gold and
one dark pink G-Actin protein). The cube in the background represents the 35nm distance for the twist to
make a complete tum.

As the entire cellular model progressed it became apparent to me the PDB model
for actin was much too complex, it was built with a very large number of polygonal faces.
Using the "reduce" command in Maya (which reduces the number of faces in the selected
polygon mesh) was the first method I used to simplify the PDB version. This command,
however, proved not to be economical for me to pursue due to the fact that it would have
to be repeated several times to get the simplicity I needed and that it yielded odd results
like holes in the geometry, floating faces, and an overall jagged mesh. Each reduce
calculation took 10 to 15 minutes for Maya to complete, and sometimes would stall the
program all together. I used the reduce function first but came to the conclusion that the
particular technique was not as effective as modeling a new version. My solution was to
create a simpler model, as seen in Figure 4, by molding a cube placed around the PDB
version of the actin protein. Using a combination of tools, like the soft modification and
sculpt geometry tools, on a subdivision surface I pulled and pushed the cube until it
resembled the PDB model inside. I was able to create models of varying polygon count,
and thusly varying detail. These models are all the same size and can be used to create
filaments of differing complexity and definition. Even using the most simple of the actin
models proved to be yet too complex for a computer of normal capacity. So, in response
to this, the most simple of forms was used (see Figure 5). I represented the filaments with
tubular geometry of the correct diameter and laid out in the same orientation as the actin

matrix that was laid out using reference images (Figs. 4-5 from Schoenenberger et al.)
and descriptions. I used the filaments I had created with the protein models and then
using a circle of 8nm diameter and a curve drawn along each filament, extruded the
"pipe" microfilament surfaces.

Fig. 4. G-Actin. Image shows the second model (orange) ofactin being formed around the PDB version
(dark pink).
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Fig. 5. Extruding the simple microfilament around the more complicated filament.

Microtubu/es: The microtubules were created using 13 tubulin model subunits in
a ring duplicated several times to build the hollow tube. I began the microtubule model
using the complex form of the proteins downloaded from the PDB, substituted a simpler
protein model for the PDB model, and then created a very simple tubular filament in the
end (Figures 6-8). I started by scaling the PDB model to fit a scale in Maya of lMU=lnm
using a cube with the appropriate lengths. Then, to create the diameter of the microtubule
I created a circle with a diameter of 2.5MU (25nm). I used this circle to check my

duplicate special values, making sure my rotation value was correct. The duplicate
special values I used are as follows: translate x=0.076, y=0.080, x=0.504; rotate y= -280°
(the negative value because according to my reference images the protofilaments seem to
stagger upward and clockwise); number of copies= l2 (to make a total of 13). The
duplicate special values created a single ring of 13 tubulin proteins. Next I duplicated
several of these rings with a translation y of 0.60MU. This created a tube with 13
protofilaments. I ran into the same polygon count with the tubulin model as I did with the
actin model. So, using the same methods as with the actin model, I created a simple
version. A more complex set of microtubules can be created using the same duplicate
techniques in the future should the abilities of computers/software improve.

Fig. 6. Simple (L) and complicated (R) tubulin models. Image shows the simplified model that was created
using the PDB tubulin as a guide.
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Fig. 7. Creating the microtubule. Image shows the ring oftubulin created using the duplicate special
command in Maya. The circle (white arrow) represents the 25 nm diameter ofthe microtubule. The Maya
window (black arrow) shows the duplicate special values used in creating the ring.

Fig. 8. Setting up the extrusion (L) and the extrusion (R). Image shows the circles and the path used for the
extrusion ofthe simplified microtubule. On the right the simple (gray) and complicated (green and gold)
microtubules.

Intermediate Filaments: The easiest of all the filaments to create were the
intermediate filaments. I scaled the PDB model to a diameter ofO.lMU (10nm) using a
circle as the guide. I then duplicated the model and moved it, first creating the parallel
dimer, and then in a head to toe alignment to elongate the filament. The PDB model was
one of three different individual proteins. Since they were all very similar in size and
shape I just chose one. In the future a PDB model ofkeratin can be used in place of or in
conjunction with the vimentin model since keratin is more often associated with
epithelium. I would have used keratin however I was unable to find a 3D representation
in the PDB. I found that using vimentin was not altogether wrong since all IFs are not
structurally much different and because it has been found in vascular epithelium
(Goldman et al., 31). As I had encountered with the previous cytoskeleton filaments it
was necessary for me to simplify the model. In the same fashion as before I used a circle
ofO.lMU and a curve drawn along the existing filament to extrude the hollow pipe
representation (Figure 9).

Fig. 9. Modeling the simple IF around the complicate version.

Caveolae: To represent the caveolae, spheres with their mouth diameter scaled to
fit a 40nm circle and an internal diameter of 50-100nm were used. These have been
placed randomly budding from and between the plasma membranes (see Figure 10).
Cell Membranes: The model of the cell membrane was created as two pieces, top
and bottom, for each cell due to the fact that the cell models are a piece of each cell type
and not and not the cells in their entirety. Because of file size a simple cube represents the
plasma membrane. The thickness of the lipid bilayer, as mentioned in A Textbook of

Histology, is a range of8.5-lOnm (Fawcett and Bloom, 3). I chose a value somewhere in
the middle with a value of9nm. Using the value of0.2µm cell thickness from Weibel I
created a cube with a height of20 (0.2µm = 200nm = 20MU according to the scale I set
in the beginning). (Weibel, 296) Where the caveolae touch the lipid bilayer cube I have
removed the faces since the vesicles are actually pockets in the lipid bilayer.
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Fig. I 0. The final model. Image shows the A Tl cell (A), basement membrane (B), and the capillary
endothelial cell (C).

Future Work: Future work on the epithelium and endothelium could be quite
expansive. To begin, a larger section could be modeled or entire cell as opposed a
portion. As computers gain more capacity the high defined protein models and thusly the
more complex filaments can be substituted for the simple tubes representing the
cytoskeleton now. Depending on the particle size, the perturbations found on the protein
surfaces could have a slight affect on the particle-geometry interactions. Along the same
lines, a more complex lipid bilayer could be substituted for the cube in the present model.
Again, the variations found on the surface ofthe phospholipids may have an affect on
particles, depending on the particle size ofcourse. The particles used in the simulations
will have a diameter of5-10nm; a size where I think a more complex cytoskeleton
surface would not make a significant impact on the outcome ofthe nanoparticle
simulations and how the particles interact within the model.
The Alveolar Portion
The alveolar model was created to resemble the state ofthe tissue when the air
inflated frozen hydrated method offixing is used. This method preserves the structure by
preventing the collapse around the capillary network. The difference between this
technique and the conventional one can be seen in Figure 11. (Bastacky and Goerke, 90) I
chose to work from images produced with this fixing technique because I believe it to be
the most accurate in representing the actual anatomy.
When modeling the alveolar structure I used a scale of l MU = 0.1mm. To begin a
sphere was created with a radius of0.14mm (Weibel, 298) and scaled to have a depth of
0.23mm, keeping the depth to mouth diameter (D/MD) ratio within the range of0.8l .2mrn. The value ofmy D/MD was 1.14mm as per the request ofthe engineering team. I

altered the sphere to give it some organic deformations using the image from the
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley as reference (see
Figure 11 below).

Fig. 11. LBL Image File 96703330, 1995. Original caption: "Frozen-hydrated samples of mouse lung
(frame band d), photographed at -190 degrees C in the L TSEM, provide views of alveolar structures much
closer to the water- rich living state than conventional dried samples (frame a and c) and give physicians
new, accurate anatomical knowledge."

The alveolus model was given a thickness of 0.2µm, which is the thickness of the
AT l cell (Figure 12). To make a pair of alveoli the single model was duplicated, rotated
and spaced according to the calculated thickness of the septum as seen in Figure 12. The
septum, shared wall between two alveoli and the capillary in the middle, consists of an
ATl cell (0.2µm), basement membrane (0.08µm), capillary diameter including the
thickness of the endothelial cell on either side (12µm), basement membrane, and another
ATl cell. I calculated the thickness to be 12.56µm (0.1256MU). (Skrip, 13; Weibel, 296)
A cube was made with sides the length of 0.1216MU (0.1256 MU -0.4 MU for the
thickness of both alveoli) and used to space the two alveoli. A simple capillary network
was created to surround the alveolus and run within the septum (Figure 13). Using an

extrusion of a circle with a diameter of 0.12MU and an extrusion of an interior circle of
0.118MU diameter (subtracted thickness of endothelium from 0.12) and curves drawn
around the alveolus capillaries were modeled. In an attempt to represent the capillary bed
the curves I used in the extrusion first had to be drawn by tracing the visible capillary bed
in part c of Fig. 11. These curves were then formed to fit around the alveolus model,
which was made "live" in Maya (a function that makes the selected mesh "magnetic"
allowing the control vertices of the curves to "snap" to the live surface). This was for
reference, to give us an idea of how the capillary fits into the septum and should be
replaced in the future, prior to running any simulations, with a more accurate capillary
bed based on research.

Fig. 12. The alveolar septum. Image shows the two alveoli as they would be across a septum. Also shown is
the model wall with a thickness of 0.2µm and a close up of the space between the alveoli.

Fig. 13. Image shows the rough model of the capillary network around the alveolus. This capillary model is
just to illustrate the capillaries and to act as a guide for future work.

Future Work: Future work in the alveolar region can be directed at filling this
septum. To start off a more accurate capillary network could be modeled. This capillary
model should be based on research to determine trends in the branching pattern, length of
segments between branches, overall coverage, and how the branching occurs between
two alveoli. To compensate for the presence of the basement membrane the capillaries
can be created at a thickness of 12.08µm. At this scale including an actual model of the
basement membrane does not seem necessary because of the large size difference
between it, the capillary and the alveolus. However, should that be desired, it is another
direction for future work. Finally, because the alveolus model contains no distinctions of
cell type, in the future the cells (types 1 and 2) can be included.
The Animation Portion
The final part of my thesis work was to create an animation that follows particles
through the human airway (Images 14-20). The goal of the animation was to create a
helpful visual aid to give viewers a better idea of the nature of the CFD research; to give
them an inside look at the anatomy being studied, from a particle's perspective. This
animation is to be a visual reference.
The camera starts outside the body, moves in through the mouth amidst a cloud of
particles and passes down the larynx, trachea, follows the left main bronchus into one of
the many bronchioles down to an acinus and into an alveolus. The particles are to
represent the real nanoparticles in an illustrative way and their scale is not proportional to
the figure and anatomical structures. Once inside the alveolus the camera follows a
particle through the cellular cross section of the AT l cell, basement membrane, capillary
endothelial cell, and ends in the capillary where the particle is carried off with the blood.
Using the existing models of the upper airway, an acinus modeled with my
alveoli, and a model of a male human figure I had already created I assembled the scenes.
For the particles I used Maya dynamics. Using the "make collide" function (which tells

the selected dynamics particles to come in contact with the selected mesh) I set the Maya
particles to collide with the airway geometry to illustrate deposition (Figure 17). This
way the particles appear to deposit in the tissue like what has been observed in reality.

Fig. 14. Image shows the QuickTime movie of the animation showing the opening frame with movie title
used in the MFA thesis gallery show.

Fig 15. Screen shot taken from the animation. The image is of the beginning of the movie with the male
figure and the airway anatomy visible within.

Fig 16. Screen shot taken from the animation. The image shows the cloud of particles that surround the
camera as it enters the mouth.

Fig 17. Screen shots taken from the animation. The particles can be seen depositing (arrows) as the camera
enters the larynx (left) and one of the bronchioles (right).

Fig 18. Screen shot taken from the animation. The particles can be seen depositing (white arrow) as the
camera enters the acinus. The alveolar and septum model can be seen (black arrow).

Fig 19. Screen shot taken from the animation. A particle animated moving within the A T l cell cytoplasm
among the caveolae and cytoskeleton.

Fig 20. Screen shot taken from the animation. The final part of the animation, the particle can be seen
having entered the capillary, after crossing the respiratory membrane, in the blood stream with the red
blood cells (note: the particle is not to scale with the red blood cells).

Conclusion
Much can be learned and further understood about anatomy and pathology
through computer generated models and simulations. Because of the size and nature of
the pulmonary anatomy studying the deepest and smallest regions of the lung has proven
to be rather difficult. This is why computer based research has been very useful. Knowing
more about the pulmonary anatomy and nanoparticle interaction with the tissue can
provide insight into how negative chemicals affect the body and how aerosol delivered
drugs react once inhaled. This can lead to developments in treatments for diseases like
emphysema and improvements in pharmaceutical delivery systems. As computers
continue to develop so too will our understanding of the systems within our bodies and
the things that affect them.
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